European Parliament
2019-2024

Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs

DRAFT AGENDA

Meeting
Monday 27 November 2023, 14.30 – 18.00
Tuesday 28 November 2023, 9.00 – 12.30 and 15.00 – 18.00

Brussels
Room: ANTALL (2Q2)

27 November 2023, 14.30 – 15.30

1. Adoption of agenda

2. Chair’s announcements

3. Approval of minutes of meetings
   • 30-31 January 2023
   • 1-2 March 2023
   • 5 June 2023
   • 28-29 June 2023
   • 6 July 2023
   • 4 September 2023

   LIBE/9/13712
• Presentation by Alexis Goosdeel, Director of the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA)
• Exchange of views with Prof. Meni Malliori, European Parliament appointed representative on the EMCDDA Management Board
• Exchange of views with Iga Jeziorska, Civil Society Forum on Drugs (member of the Core Group)

27 November 2023, 15.30 – 16.15

5. Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on the EU roadmap to fight drug trafficking and organised crime
   COM(2023)0641
   Presentation by Olivier Onidi, Deputy Director for Migration and Home Affairs

27 November 2023, 16.15 – 16.45

   LIBE/9/12226
   2023/2082(INI)
   Rapporteur: José Gusmão (The Left) PR – PE756.097v01-00
   Responsible: LIBE
   • Consideration of draft report

27 November 2023, 16.45 – 17.00

7. LIBE delegation to FRONTEX, Warsaw, Poland, 19 - 20 June 2023
   LIBE/9/13736
   • Presentation of report on the outcome of the mission (to be confirmed)

28 November 2023, 9.00 – 9.45

8. Study: Substitute Impact Assessment of the Proposal for a Regulation addressing situations of instrumentalisation in the field of migration and asylum
   LIBE/9/13291
   • Presentation of the study of the European Parliamentary Research Service

28 November 2023, 9.45 – 10.15

9. Addressing situations of instrumentalisation in the field of migration and asylum
28 November 2023, 10.15 – 11.15

10. Study: Reception Conditions across the EU
LIBE/9/13741
- Presentation of the study of the Policy Department for Citizens' Rights and Constitutional Affairs

28 November 2023, 11.15 – 11.30

*** Electronic vote ***

LIBE/9/10982
***I 2022/0424(COD) COM(2022)0729 – C9-0428/2022

Rapporteur:
Jan-Christoph Oetjen (Renew)
PR – PE750.252v01-00
AM – PE752.817v01-00

Responsible:
LIBE
Opinions:
BUDG Decision: no opinion
TRAN AD – PE746.927v03-00
AM – PE749.217v02-00

- Adoption of draft report
- Vote on the decision to enter into interinstitutional negotiations

12. Collection and transfer of advance passenger information for the prevention, detection, investigation and prosecution of terrorist offences and serious crime, and amending Regulation (EU) 2019/818
LIBE/9/10977
***I 2022/0425(COD) COM(2022)0731 – C9-0427/2022

Rapporteur:
Assita Kanko (ECR)
PR – PE750.253v01-00
Adoption of draft report
Vote on the decision to enter into interinstitutional negotiations

13. Transparency and accountability of non-governmental organisations funded from the EU budget
LIBE/9/13345
2023/2122(INI)
Rapporteur for the opinion:
Clare Daly (The Left)

Responsible:
LIBE

Opinions:
BUDG Decision: no opinion
TRAN Jan-Christoph Oetjen (Renew)

Adoption of draft report

14. Implementation of the Treaty provisions on EU citizenship
LIBE/9/12235
2023/2085(INI)
Rapporteur for the opinion:
Beata Kempa (ECR)

Responsible:
AFCO Maïté Pagazaurtundúa (Renew)

Adoption of draft opinion

*** End of electronic vote ***

28 November 2023, 11.30 – 12.30

Jointly with Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety

*** Electronic vote ***

15. European Health Data Space
CJ43/9/11202
***I 2022/0140(COD) COM(2022)0197 – C9-0167/2022
Rapporteurs:
Tomislav Sokol (PPE)

PR – PE742.387v01-00
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28 November 2023, 15.00 – 15.30

16. Laying down additional procedural rules relating to the enforcement of Regulation (EU) 2016/679
LIBE/9/12468
***I 2023/0202(COD) COM(2023)0348 – C9-0231/2023

Rapporteur:
Sergey Lagodinsky (Verts/ALE)
PR – PE755.005v01-00

Responsible:
LIBE

Opinions:
EMPL Decision: no opinion
ITRE Decision: no opinion
IMCO Decision: no opinion
JURI Ibán García Del Blanco (S&D)

- Consideration of draft report
- Deadline for tabling amendments: 6 December 2023, 18.00

28 November 2023, 15.30 – 16.30
17. European Ombudsman on the time the European Commission takes to deal with requests for public access to documents
LIBE/9/13713
• Exchange of views with Emily O'Reilly, European Ombudsman

28 November 2023, 16.30 – 17.00

18. 2022 discharge: General budget of the EU - Commission
LIBE/9/12751
2023/2129(DEC) COM(2023)0391[01] – C9-0248/2023
Rapporteur for the opinion:
Tomáš Zdechovský (PPE) PA – PE756.204v01-00
Responsible:
CONT Isabel García Muñoz (S&D)
• Consideration of draft opinion
• Deadline for tabling amendments: 1 December 2023, 12.00

19. 2022 discharge: General budget of the EU - European Data Protection Supervisor
LIBE/9/12910
Rapporteur for the opinion:
Tomáš Zdechovský (PPE) PA – PE756.193v01-00
Responsible:
CONT Luke Ming Flanagan (The Left)
• Consideration of draft opinion
• Deadline for tabling amendments: 1 December 2023, 12.00

20. 2022 discharge: General budget of the EU - European Public Prosecutors Office (the ‘EPPO’)
LIBE/9/12913
Rapporteur for the opinion:
Tomáš Zdechovský (PPE) PA – PE756.206v01-00
Responsible:
CONT Luke Ming Flanagan (The Left)
• Consideration of draft opinion
• Deadline for tabling amendments: 1 December 2023, 12.00

21. 2022 discharge: Report on discharge in respect of the implementation of the budget of the European Union Agencies for the financial year 2022: performance, financial management and control
LIBE/9/13001
2023/2182(DEC) COM(2023)0391[54] – C9-0301/2023
Rapporteur for the opinion:
22. **2022 discharge: European Union Agency for Law Enforcement Training (CEPOL)**
   LIBE/9/12925  
   Rapporteur for the opinion:
   Tomáš Zdechovský (PPE)  
   Responsible:
   CONT  Petri Sarvamaa (PPE)  
   - Consideration of draft opinion  
   - Deadline for tabling amendments: 1 December 2023, 12.00

   LIBE/9/12967  
   Rapporteur for the opinion:
   Tomáš Zdechovský (PPE)  
   Responsible:
   CONT  Petri Sarvamaa (PPE)  
   - Consideration of draft opinion  
   - Deadline for tabling amendments: 1 December 2023, 12.00

24. **2022 discharge: European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction**
   LIBE/9/12953  
   2023/2157(DEC)  COM(2023)0391[29] – C9-0276/2023  
   Rapporteur for the opinion:
   Tomáš Zdechovský (PPE)  
   Responsible:
   CONT  Petri Sarvamaa (PPE)  
   - Consideration of draft opinion  
   - Deadline for tabling amendments: 1 December 2023, 12.00

25. **2022 discharge: European Union Agency for the Operational Management of Large-Scale IT Systems in the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice (eu-LISA)**
   LIBE/9/12969  
   2023/2165(DEC)  COM(2023)0391[37] – C9-0284/2023  
   Rapporteur for the opinion:
   Tomáš Zdechovský (PPE)  
   Responsible:
   CONT  Petri Sarvamaa (PPE)  
   - Consideration of draft opinion  
   - Deadline for tabling amendments: 1 December 2023, 12.00
• Consideration of draft opinion
• Deadline for tabling amendments: **1 December 2023, 12.00**

   LIBE/9/12975
   2023/2168(DEC) COM(2023)0391[40] – C9-0287/2023
   Rapporteur for the opinion: Tomáš Zdechovský (PPE) PA – PE756.199v01-00
   Responsible:
   CONT Petri Sarvamaa (PPE)

27. **2022 discharge: European Union Agency for Law Enforcement Cooperation (Europol)**
   LIBE/9/12977
   2023/2169(DEC) COM(2023)0391[41] – C9-0288/2023
   Rapporteur for the opinion: Tomáš Zdechovský (PPE) PA – PE756.200v01-00
   Responsible:
   CONT Petri Sarvamaa (PPE)

28. **2022 discharge: European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights**
   LIBE/9/12981
   Rapporteur for the opinion: Tomáš Zdechovský (PPE) PA – PE756.201v01-00
   Responsible:
   CONT Petri Sarvamaa (PPE)

29. **2022 discharge: European Border and Coast Guard Agency**
   LIBE/9/12984
   Rapporteur for the opinion: Tomáš Zdechovský (PPE) PA – PE756.203v01-00
   Responsible:
   CONT Petri Sarvamaa (PPE)

   • Consideration of draft opinion
   • Deadline for tabling amendments: **1 December 2023, 12.00**
28 November 2023, 17.00 – 18.00

30. Exchange of views on the issue of Missing Persons in Cyprus with representatives of the Standing Committee on Refugees-Enclaved-Missing-Adversely Affected Persons of the House of Representatives of the Republic of Cyprus and with the Standing Rapporteur for Missing Persons in Cyprus Isabel Santos

LIBE/9/13731

31. Any other business

32. Next meetings
   • 4 December 2023, 14.00 – 18.00 (Brussels)